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Countless legends have emerged from the MACV-SOG, which fought some of the most harrowing missions of the Vietnam War. This task force, including U.S. Special Forces operators, was tasked with conducting secretive, unconventional missions, many of which have never been written about or discussed in a public setting. According
to Soldier Systems Daily, The Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG) was activated, January 24, 1964, to function as a joint special operations task force. Under the command of a U.S. Army Special Forces colonel, MACV-SOG was a subcomponent of MACV. Born out of a need to conduct
more effective special operations against North Vietnam, many Central Intelligence Agency programs were turned over to SOG, which eventually consisted of personnel from U.S. Army Special Forces, U.S. Navy Sea-Air-Land (SEALs), U.S. Air Force, U.S. Marine Corps, Force Reconnaissance and CIA personnel. Special operations
were conducted in North Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam. Photo courtesy of Soldier Systems Daily. Due to the unconventional nature of their missions and the availability of certain resources, the gear these men were wearing did not fall in line with the material usually carried out by the regular army. The image of MACV-
SOG operators is often tied to their uniform - they famously wore the tiger stripe camouflage pattern, which was also worn by South Vietnamese armed forces and other Southeast Asian countries. It even has made a comeback now among U.S. Special Forces operators. It was an effective camouflage during the Vietnam War and was
only worn by the most elite among the American troops. MACV-SOG patch. The tiger stripe has since become a staple for companies that want to bring some military history into their clothing. Soldier Systems Daily's inventory reflects the resurgence of the tiger stripe, with items ranging from a skateboard to a hat with the iconic pattern.
Black Rifle Coffee Company will also be launching a line of tigerstripe clothing in the near future. As for firearms, the men in MACV-SOG usually wore the CAR-15. In his book Across The Fence: The Secret War In Vietnam, former operator John Stryker Meyer described wearing the rifles using atypical garlands - either a canvas belt or a
cravat firmly taped to the rifle. This was absolutely necessary for reducing the sound of their movements. He also mentioned the use of an AK47 for the point man decked out in NVA garb; other MACV-SOG soldiers were known to wear custom racks to accommodate these changes. In the photo below, Maj. Gen. Ken Bowra wears an AK
chest harness. Photo courtesy of Systems Daily. The weapons of the elite MACV-SOG units extended beyond the CAR-15 and occasionally AK47. Every American on these teams would also have a 40mm grenade launcher, the M79. The M203 grenade launcher was wax mounted on the weapons system; the M79 was worn separately.
Wearing a separate 40mm launcher is again popular in modern military circles; The M320, which replaced the M203, can be worn separately or mounted at the bottom of a rifle. However, in typical MACV-SOG mode, the group cut off from their M79s, increasing its maneuverability and reducing weight. It was then secured to the person by
a chain or D ring covered with tape to dampen any noise. Photo courtesy of Soldier Systems Daily. Meyer also explains in his book that he would carry about 612 rounds for his CAR-15, 12 40mm rounds for his M79, and about a dozen fragmentation grenades, as well as a pair of V-22 mini grenades. According to Meyer, they wore no IDs,
dog tags, combat patches, or unit patches, and their green berets were left back at base - just the tiger stripes and their equipment. A common theme in much of the gear they wore was speed and silence. While these are crucial elements for anyone on a combat mission today, it was more necessary than ever for the members of MACV-
SOG. It was just one element of many that MADE MACV-SOG one of the ultimate examples of clandestine wartime special operations. The cookie settings on this website are set to allow 'all cookies' to offer you the best experience. Click Accept Cookies to continue using the site. Site Credits: The content of the site are protected by the
UK copyright Editors note: MACV-SOG was organized and functioned as the first true joint special operations task force (JSOTF). Formed during the Vietnam War, the unit carried out special operations, to include providing intelligence, psychological operations, and personnel recovery, in support of the theater campaign plan. From
John's book Across The Fence: The Secret War In Vietnam, here's an excerpt about what I was carrying for weapons/firepower: The most important piece of equipment we were carrying was the CAR-15. The sling for it would vary: sometimes I used a cravat or a canvas strap taped tightly to both ends of the weapon for silent movements.
That was everyone's favorite weapon of choice on ST Idaho. The only exception was an AK-47 for Son when he was our point man wearing an NVA uniform, and an M-79 worn by our grenadier. In November 1968, Henry King carried the experimental pump weapon M-79 on one mission. It held up to five rounds of 40 mm high explosive
ammunition. His second weapon was the Model 1911 Colt .45. Sometimes Black wore the M-60 machine gun. Every American on ST Idaho wore a sawn-off M-79 for extra firepower. We considered it our hand-held artillery. During a patrol, the Load a special M-79 round with flechettes or double-should (00) buckshot for close contact. The
sawn-off M-79 would be secured with a cloth or rope lanyard or a D-ring that covered with black electrical tape to prevent metal banging. During the fall of 1968, I had a one-of-a-kind sawn-off M-79 holster, which I lost when I was unconscious after a rope extraction in Laos. I would wear at least thirty-four 20-round magazines for the CAR-
15 - we only placed 18 rounds in each magazine, which gave me 612 rounds for that weapon, and at least 12 rounds for the M-79. The CAR-15 magazines were placed in ammunition bags or cloth canteen bags, with the bottoms facing upwards to prevent debris from getting into the magazine and all rounds pointing away from the body.
We taped black electrical tape to the bottom of each magazine to make it easier to grab them from the bag during firefights. I also wore 10 to 12 fragmentation grenades, a pair of older M-26, the newer M-33 baseball grenades and one or two V-22 mini grenades. Read Next: SOG Strat Ops Auto | A Premium USA Built Automatic I
received many questions about the equipment that I and fellow Special Forces soldiers performed when we ran top-secret reconnaissance missions in Laos, Cambodia, and North Vietnam during the eight-year secret war under the auspices of Military Assistance Command Vietnam Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG), or
simply SOG. Most are curious about the state-of-the-art weapons, communications and surveillance equipment we tested at the time–some of which we used in the field. First, I turned to Lynne M. Blackjack Black Jr., to see what he was wearing as a conventional infantryman in South Vietnam with the 173rd Airborne Brigade in 1965 and
1966. After his tour of duty with The Herd, Black returned to Vietnam and served on several recon teams from 1968-1970 on FOB 1 and later, CCN. Referring to his time in the 173rd, Black said: When we went on patrol, the enemy could hear us coming a mile away. The canteens were made of metal, with a metal chain attaching the
black plastic cap to the body of the canteen. The metal canteen was in a metal cup. As we walked, that chain hit the cafeteria, and the cafeteria sometimes rattled the metal cup. A team of boys sounded like a Chinese drum line. Our weapons would hit the guns, which would make even more noise. Dog tags would rattle as we walked.
The paratroopers also wore metal helmets with the parachutist's staircase and plastic helmet linings. Many paratroopers smoked and used Zippo lighters, which had a clear, metallic clicking sound when opened and closed. They also wore jewelry, such as silver or gold watches and rings, and wore entrenched tools and L-shaped
flashlights attached to the top web equipment and often became entangled in the brush. At night, if available, they drink beer or soda from cans that had to be opened with a can opener because there were no pull tabs on drinks at that time. Time. Infantrymen also carried sleeping bags, gas masks, bayonets, personal knives and rubber
ponchos that were rolled and folded on the back of the gun belt. It offered a muffled chair to sit, but also a shelter for small snakes, leeches, spiders and other jungle insects and creatures. Some paratroopers carried the Claymore mine, a hand generator, a PRC-25 radio, compass, maps, and a protractor. The base ammunition load for the
M-16 or M-14 was 200 rounds plus hand grenades. Some wore heavy armored vests that absorbed water and were hot as hell, often quickly drying out the young soldiers. The early paratroopers also wore their jump boots that Black called mold factories. Jungle boots, with canvas sides and a metal plate in the sole, were standard
problem when I arrived in South Vietnam in April 1968. The early paratroopers also wore military-issued underwear that causes rashes and infections, and socks that caused a foot fungus that some are still fighting today. It was only a visit from the Secretary of State, who developed the fungus, that a cream was developed to fight it.
Almost everyone smoked in those days. Five cigarettes were packed in neat little packages with each C-Ration meal. The smell of American cigarettes in Southeast Asia was unmistakable. Read more: Studies and Observations Group's 'Q' appointed honorary member of Special Forces Regiment Louis J. DeSeta also served with the
173rd in 1967 before he volunteered for SOG duty. We were noisy as hell in the 173rd. We used to wear those metal ammunition boxes that used to bang on the metal canteens. Even taking a drink of water with the metal canteen made a metal noise that could be drained into the distance. A lot of us wore a poncho, but often didn't use it
in the field because they were so noisy when you unfolded them. And once it started raining, the rain that hit them gave off another sound that the enemy could hear. SOG was just the total, completely opposite. We weren't wearing anything that made noise. Everything was taped or tied up. DeSeta and Black agreed that the men who
served in the early stages of the war should learn what not to do and pass on their lessons to the FNGs. Things we didn't have with us in SOG surgeries to prevent rashes, infections and fungi, Black and I were not wearing underwear or socks. No SOG recon men wore helmets, helmets, or armored vests of any kind. Most of us didn't
wear entrenchment tools, bayonets, sleeping bags, hammocks, ponchos, poncho liners or air mattresses because they added weight to our overall load. I weighed my stuff on a small scale once on Phu Bai, it weighed about 90 pounds. No one at ST Idaho was carrying an M-16, an M-14, or a 9mm weapon as his primary weapon. For all
missions, we never carried out any kind of identification: no dog tags, no military ID cards, no letters from with all personal information on it. Our uniforms were sterile: No rank, no unit designation, no jump wings, no CIB, or South Vietnamese jump wings were shown. Our green beret remained on FOB 1. We took extreme measures to
ensure that our anonymity remained intact to provide U.S. government denial in the event that we were killed or captured. We cut out the portion of a target card to carry to the field, so we only display the grid in the target area, without further information about the map or cartographers they produced. Moreover, we never smoked or
cooked in the field. In part two, we're about the weapons and equipment we wore that our lives depended on. Op.
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